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1664. November Ir.
JAMES JOHNSTON Merchant in Edinburgh, against The LADY KINCAIDE.

No 38.
JAMES ONNSTON pursues the Lady Kincaide, as executrix to her husband, An executor

who alleged absolvitor, because the testament was exhausted, and she had ob- cannot yafty
pay a debt

tained a decreet of exoneration, which being standing unreduced, she behoved ulecss upon
to be assoilzied, seeing there was no reduction thereof raised; 2dly, Albeit the though the

said exoneration were quarrellable hoc ordine, yet it appears thereby, that the debt is bn-
testament was exhausted.-The pursuer answered, That the first defence on the writ.
exoneration non relevat, unless the pursuer had been cited to the giving thereof;
it operates nothing against him, nor needs he reduce it; 2dly, The second
member of the defence of exhausting the testament, mentioned in the exonera-
tion, non relevat, unless it were alleged exhausted by lawful sentences, before
intenting of the pursuer's cause.-The defender answered, That it was relevant
to allege that payment was made of lawful debts of the defunct's, instructed by
writ, before intenting of the pursuer's cause; for, seeing the debt was clear, the
executor ought not to multiply expenses, by defending against the same, unless
it were alleged there were collusion to prefer the creditors paid.

'JHE LORDS repelled both members of the defence, and found that the execu-
trix might not, without a sentence, prefer any creditor; especially, seeing it
was not a debt given up in testament by the defunct, neither was it alleged,
that the pursuer had long neglected to pursue.

Fol. Dic. v. I. p. 274. Stair, v. . 223

x675. November i8. BINNIN against HAMILTON.

MR JAMES BINNING, as assignee O to decreet obtained in anno r654, at the on as
instance of the relict of Alexander Hamilton, General of the Artillery, against above.

his son and heir, for payment of L. Too Sterling yearly to her, during her life,
in case he died within year and day, pursues Anna Hamilton, as representing
her brother, for payment; who alleged absolvitor, because the decreet of the
English Judges was unjust, having repelkd this lawful defence, That the oblige-
ment was in lecto, and had but the effect of a legacy, and that the testament
was exhausted, the inventories being scarce sufficient to pay the debts.-It wat.
replied, That these decreets, by the act of Parliament 166i, are ratified, with
this exception, That they might be called in question within a year after the
session sat down, even upon iniquity; but that time being elapsed,. it cannot
now be questioned on that ground,

THE LORDS having perused the decreet, sustained the same; for the defence
proponed was not relevant by exhausting, unless it had been alleged by lawful
sentences; and the extent of the debts before decreet thereupon was only a
ground pro cautione mutiana; but they allowed the defender to be heard, whe-


